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Purpose: 

 

The purpose of this report is to publish key conclusions, recommendations, and outcomes of the 

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department’s internal review of this incident. There are a variety of 

actions that can be taken administratively in response to the Department’s review of a deadly force 

incident. The review may reveal that no action is required or determine that additional training is 

appropriate for all officers in the workforce, or only for the involved officer(s). The review may 

reveal the need for changes in department policies, procedures, or rules. Where departmental 

rules have been violated, formal discipline may be appropriate. The goal of the review is to improve 

both individual and the agency’s performance. 

   

Synopsis of Event: 

 

On December 17, 2012, at approximately 0141 hours, Officer Holloway responded to a call 

reference two suspects running from a 7-Eleven into a nearby neighborhood after armed robberies 

occurred at two separate 7-Eleven stores.  

 

While driving by the Rebel gas station located at 4325 E. Charleston Boulevard, Officer Holloway 

observed Angel Montoya in an altercation at the front doors of the business. Montoya ran 

eastbound behind the Rebel station. Officer Holloway observed a white sedan leave the parking lot 

southbound. Based on the descriptions given on the two 7-Eleven robberies, he felt these could be 

the suspects.  

 

Officer Holloway drove by the Rebel, through the nearby Walmart parking lot, and approached the 

rear of the Rebel gas station. As Officer Holloway saw Montoya running toward him, he activated 

his lights and siren, stopped his vehicle, and exited in preparation for a possible foot pursuit. 

Montoya stopped running, pulled a handgun from his waistband, and fired at Officer Holloway. 

Montoya’s round struck the driver's door of Officer Holloway’s black and white patrol unit. Officer 

Holloway returned fire and Montoya fell to the ground. 

 

Montoya stood up with his handgun down by his side. Officer Holloway gave Montoya commands 

to drop the gun. Montoya yelled at Officer Holloway, dropped his gun, and ran into the adjacent 

desert area.  

 

Other officers, including two area sergeants, arrived to assist. While in the open desert area, 

Montoya pulled an object from his pocket and held it to his head. A sergeant correctly identified 

the object as a cell phone and broadcasted this information to other officers on scene. Additional 

commands were issued; Montoya complied and was taken into custody.  

 

Officer Holloway was not injured. Montoya sustained a small laceration to his chin during the 

altercation with the clerk at the Rebel gas station. Medical responded to the scene. 
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For a detailed narrative of the incident, please reference the LVMPD Force Investigative Team (FIT) 

Officer’s Report under Event Number 121217-0244. 

The Criminal Investigation: 

 

LVMPD FIT conducted the criminal investigation of this incident. This Officer-Involved Shooting 

(OIS) did not result in death; therefore, the FIT investigation was not submitted to the District 

Attorney’s Office for review.   

 

LVMPD’s Critical Incident Review Process and Internal Review:  

 

1. The matter involving Officer Holloway was heard by the Critical Incident Review 

Process/Use of Force Review Board on August 29, 2013. The Board’s finding was, 

"Administrative Approval." The Use of Force Review Board determined the officer's actions 

were within policy. The Sheriff approved the Board’s recommendation.  

 

2. The internal review concluded the officer's performance was in accordance with 

Department standardized tactics and training. 

 

Below are the recommendations made after the internal reviews were completed: 

 

1) Communication 

 

A review of the communication during this incident found there was heavy radio traffic because 

two robberies had occurred within a short timeframe. Officers and Dispatch were broadcasting 

information about the suspects when Officer Holloway arrived, located Montoya, and was trying to 

give an update. It was only after Montoya had pulled his firearm and fired at Officer Holloway, and 

Officer Holloway returned fire, that he was able to broadcast, "Shots fired." 

 

Officers were able to locate Officer Holloway when he gave his location. After the shots were fired, 

Officer Holloway's radio traffic was clear and articulate. With the exception of Officer Holloway 

stating his incorrect call sign over the radio due to working a special assignment that night, the 

Internal Review found communication in this incident to be within LVMPD standardized tactics, 

training, and policy. 

 

2) Officer's Approach  

 

• A review found Officer Holloway’s approach to the area behind the Rebel to be appropriate. 

When he observed Montoya and conducted the person stop, Officer Holloway activated his 

lights and siren and stopped his vehicle approximately 85 feet from Montoya. When 

Montoya produced a firearm, Officer Holloway used the cover of his patrol vehicle while 
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returning fire at him. Officer Holloway's approach was in accordance with LVMPD tactics 

and training. 

 

• An arriving officer directed his vehicle spotlight on Montoya. The area sergeants moved to 

the cover of Officer Holloway's vehicle and gave commands for Montoya to go to the 

ground. Other arriving officers positioned themselves in a safe tactical manner. Once an 

area sergeant determined Montoya was unarmed, an arrest team was assembled, moved 

forward, and took Montoya into custody. 

 

• The review concluded the arriving sergeants and officers' approach to assist Officer 

Holloway and take Montoya into custody to be within LVMPD tactics and training 

 

3) Tactics and the Use of Force 

 

The internal review examined the officer's use of tools and tactics.  

 

Officer Holloway used good tactics when he conducted a person stop on Montoya. He utilized the 

cover of his vehicle and maintained a safe distance while he challenged Montoya. 

As a result of this incident: 

 

• Officer Holloway completed standard LVMPD Return to Duty training. 

• Officer Holloway was recommended for commendation for his performance in the line of 

duty. 

 

4) Supervision (Command and Control) 

 

In evaluating the supervision, or the command and control, of this incident, the review noted: 

 

• The area sergeants, upon being advised of shots fired, immediately responded, arrived 

quickly, took control, and used appropriate tactics to take Montoya into custody. 

• The sergeants secured the crime scene and obtained a Public Safety Statement from Officer 

Holloway. 

• A sergeant stayed with Officer Holloway as the observation officer while they waited for 

investigators.  

• In reviewing supervisory response, the review concluded the area sergeants managed the 

incident to an LVMPD standard.   


